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THE TOPOLOGY OF REAL ALGEBRAIC SETS 1)

by Selman Akbulut and Henry King 2
)

Real algebraic sets hâve been long studied. However after the émergence of

modem algebraic geometry they hâve been ignored ; because some fundamental

tools such as the Nullstellensatz don't apply to real algebraic sets. Fortunately in

récent years this pessimism has been dispersed with the realization that real

algebraic sets enjoy some topological advantages over complex algrebraic ones.

The fundamental problem in real algebraic sets is the topological classification

problem. The goal is to give a class of topologically defined spaces 01 such that

the underlying topological space | V | of any algebraic set V lies in 01 and the

forgetful map x is onto

Namely, every élément of 01 is realized by some algebraic set. Then the

combinatorial characterization of real algebraic sets will reduce to the

combinatorial characterization of 01. x" 1^) will be the moduli space of

algebraic structures on X. We feel that the solution of this problem is now within
reach. In section §6 we give a candidate for 01 (a class of topologically resolvable

spaces) such that x is defined, and x is onto under certain restrictions. It is hoped
that thèse restrictions do not exist. A nice aspect of this is that one can use [Su 2 ]

to give cohomological obstructions for deciding whether a Thom stratified space
lies in M.

The algebraic structures on manifolds are better understood. In 1936 Seifert

showed that any closed smooth stably parallelizable manifold is diffeomorphic
to a component of a nonsingular real algebraic set [S]. Then in a beautiful paper
in 1952 Nash extended this resuit to ail closed smooth manifolds [N]. In 1973

Tognoli sharpened Nash's resuit by showing that ail closed smooth manifolds
are diffeomorphfc to nonsingular real algebraic sets [To]. Later in [K x ] a

projective version of this resuit was proven. Recently nonsingular algebraic sets

were completely classified ;it was shown in [AK 2 ] that up to dirTeomorphism
nonsingular algebraic sets are exactly the interiors of compact smooth manifolds

!
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with boundary (possibly empty). Since ail closed P.L. manifolds of dimension
less than 8 hâve smooth structures they are homeomorphic to algebraic sets. In

1968 Kuiper [Ku] extended Nash's resuit to ail 8 dimensional closed P.L.

manifolds. Later in [A] it was shown that ail 8-dimensional closed P.L.

manifolds as well as a larger class of nonsmoothable polyhedra are

homeomorphic to real algebraic sets. Ail thèse results use transversality and local

piecing techniques which in gênerai does not work when dealing with singular
spaces. In [AKj], [AK 2 ], [AK 5 ] a resolution technique was introduced.

Namely, by constructing a "topological" resolution of a singular space one gets a

smooth manifold, then by isotoping this to a nonsingular algebraic set and

algebraically blowing it down, one puts an algebraic structure on the original
singular space. Using this in [AK 2 ] a complète topological characterization for

algebraic sets with isolated singularities was given. Later it was established that
the interior of ail compact P.L. manifolds are P.L. homeomorphic to real

algebraic sets ; in fact thèse algebraic structures are classified up to topological
concordances [AK 6 ], [AT 2 ].

In this paper we give an overview of thèse results. For the sake of harmony we

sketch proofs when possible. We hâve reproduced some of [AK 7 ] since it has not

appeared in print. The last section (§6) is a summary of our ongoing work ; so it is

somewhat tentative. We hope to give a more complète and final account in

[AK 9 ]. The flrst named author would like to thank C. Weber and M. Kervaire

for their hospitality during this conférence in Switzerland.

§0. Introduction

A real algebraic set V is a set of the form

where / is a set of polynomial functions from R" to R. We can write any algebraic

set V = p~\0) where p(x) is a single polynomial (p is the sum of the square of the

generatorsof/). V(J) iscalled an algebraic subset oï V(I) if/ cz J. An algebraic set

V is called irreducible if it can not be written as a union of two algebraic sets

Vj uV2 with each V
t

V. If Visan algebraic set then I(V) dénotes the idéal of

polynomials vanishing on KA point xe Vis called nonsingular of dimension d

if there is a polynomial function p: R n - RR
nn ~ d vanishing on V and an open

neighborhood U of x with the property that rank(dp) = n — d on U and

p~
1(0)1

(0) nU=VnU. dim(K) is defined to be the largest d such that there is a

x e V of nonsingular of dimension d. Nonsing(K) is the set of ail x e F which are



nonsingular of dimension dim(K). Then we define Sing(K) = V - Nonsing(F).

An interesting fact is that if W and V are nonsingular algebraic sets of the same

dimensions with W a V then V — Wis a nonsingular algebraic set (Lemma 1.6

of [AK 2 ]).

For any set icR" the Zariski closure A of A is defined to be the smallest

algebraic set containing A. Given algebraic sets FeR" and W a R m
a function

/ : V -* W is called an entire rational function if f(x) = p(x)/q(x) where p : R"

-* R m
, q:Rn -> R are polynomials such that q does not vanish on VA

diffeomorphism /: V - Wis ealled a birational diffeomorphism if/ and /" x

are

entire rational functions.

Consider E(n, k) -^ G(n, k) where G(w, /c) is the Grassmann manifold of k

planesin R" E{n, k) is the universal bundle over G(n, k). Thèse universal

manifolds are nonsingular algebraic sets in a natural way

where Ji
n

is the space of (n xn) matrices (=R" ) and p(A, x) = A. For a given

pair of nonsingular algebraic sets M a V cz R n ofdimensionsmandf, theusual
functions

f(x) = the (v — m)-plane tangent to V and normal to M at x, g(x) = the m

planetangent to Matx are entire rational functions (see [AK 2 ], [AK 3 ]). There is

a birational diffeomorphism 9: RP"~ 1 - G(n, 1) given by Qlx 1 ; ... ;xj = (a^)

where a tj = -^-. Then Kcz RP"" 1
is a projective algebraic set if and only if

LX t

9(K) is an algebraic subset of G(n, 1) c R"
. Hence every projective algebraic set

is an afîne algebraic set and vice versa.
In real algebraic geometry locally defined entire rational functions are

globally defined. This property does not hold in the complex case.

Lemma 0.1. Let {KJJ =1 be disjoint algebraic subsets of an algebraic set V,

and f: V
i - R" be entire rational functions. Then there exists an entire rational

function /: V-R" with f\v =f.
Proof: It sufïices to prove this for k = 2. Write f = pjq { where p i9 q t are

polynomials with q t oon let ]/• = fer \0) for some polynomials /i
£ . Then



An important property of real algebraic sets is the complexification. For any
real algebraic set F c R" one can associate a complex algebraic set Vc a C" by

taking the smallest complex algebraic set containing V (recall R" c C"). dim(Kc )

= 2 dim(K) as real algebraic sets. The complex conjugation on Vc induced from
C" defines an involution j: Vc -» V

c with fixed point set V. This property imposes

some topological restrictions on V. Any x e V has a well defined link L(x)

= S
£ n V, where S

t
is a sphère of radius 8 centered at x for a sufficiently small 8

(recall algebraic sets are locally cone-like [M]). In [SuJ Sullivan observed that
for any x e V the Euler characteristic %(L(x)) of L(x) is even. This follows from

%(L(x)) = x(M*)) =° ( mod 2 )> wh ere L
c (x) is the link of xin Vc . The first

equality holds since L(x) is the fixed point set of the involution j on L c (x), the

second equality holds since L
c (x) is a stratified space with only odd dimensional

strata. Algebraic sets are triangulated [Lo] and the local even Euler

characteristic condition implies that the sum of /c-simplexes of a compact k

dimensionalalgebraic set V
k

is a cycle [F] e H k (V; Z/2Z) which we call the

fundamental cycle. If V is connected then H
k (V; Z/2Z) = Z/2Z and [F] is the

generator. This enables us to construct various polyhedra which can not be

algebraic sets. For example let X=Sl uD2 where / is the degree

3 map /: dD 2 - Sl.S
1

. Then X can not even be homology équivalent to a2
dimensionalalgebraic set since H 2 (X ; Z/2Z) =0. The unreduced suspension Y

of RP 2
can not be homeomorphic to an algebraic set since it violâtes Sullivan's

condition. However the reduced suspension Yof RP 2

,
obtained from Yby

collapsing an arc running from the north pôle to the south pôle, is

homeomorphic to an algebraic set (since Y is an A
1 -space, see §5). Hence unlike

the first example Y is homotopy équivalent to an algebraic set.

Another useful property of real algebraic sets coming from complexification
was observed by Benedetti and Tognoli [BTJ. They noticed that if a closed

smooth manifold M is a diffeomorphic image of a nonsingular algebraic set

under an algebraic map, then M — M has dimension less than dim(M) where M

dénotes the Zariski closure of M. This can be easily generalized to :

Lemma 0.2. // /:X->Rm is an entire rationalfunctionfrom an irreducible

algebraic set such that %(f ~ 1

{x)) is odd for a dense set of points xe f(X), then

Proof: First replace Xby the graph of /, then we can assume that XcR"
x R m for some n and /is induced by the projection nto R m

. By projectivizing we

can replace R n and R m by RP" and RP m above (i.e. imbed them as charts).



Consider X c c CP" x CP m and let n c :Xc -» Fbe the map induced by the

projection to CP m and V= n c (X c ). By algebraic Sard's theorem (3.7 of [Mu]) n c

is a fibre bundle map over the complément of a complex algebraic subset W of F

The real part of W has real codimension lin tu(X). Therefore if dim(n(X)

- n(X)) dim tu(X) then we can find a point x 0 g (n(X) - n(X)) n (F- W).

Also by hypothesis we can find a point x x g tc(X) n (7- W) with x(^~ H^i)) °dd.

The sets Tic H^o) and tt c
i(i

(x 1
) are invariant by complex conjugation, and the fixed

point sets of the involutions induced by the complex conjugation are the empty

set and n~
1

(x i ) 9 respectively. Hence %(nç
1

(*o)) = ® (mod 2) and

this is a contradiction since n c
1(1

(x 0
) ~nc

1(1

(x 1
) (because nisa fibre bundle map

over V- W).

§1. Resolution of Algebraic Sets

Another important property of algebraic sets is the resolution property. This

property forces algebraic sets to satisfy many topological conditions (see §5).

Given an algebraic set V and an algebraic subset L; the algebraic blowup of V

along L B(V, L) defined to be the Zariski closure of

where f : (V, L) -* (R", 0) is a polynomial whose coordinates generate I(L)/
and 9: R n - {0} - HP"" 1

is the quotient map 9(x 15 ..., x n
) = [x :

:

... : xj. The

amusing fact is that B(V, L) is well defined algebraic subset of F x RP"" 1

.

Furthermore if V and L are nonsingular then B(V, L) is diffeomorphic to the

topological blowup of V along L B
t {K L) = (F-interior N) u E(N) where Nis

the normal dise bundle of L in F and E(N) is the /-bundle over the projectivized
normal bundle of Lin V, i.e. E(N) is obtained by replacing each fiber D k of Nby
RP* - int(D

k
). There are natural projections n, n t making the following

commute

Given any polyhedron M with LaMœV where* L, F smooth manifolds then
we define B

t (M, L) to be the closure of n~ \M) -n~ \L) in B
t {V, L).



If Misa smooth manifold this définition coincides with the usual B
t (M, L).

From now on we drop the subscript and let B(M, L) A M to dénote the

topological (algebraic) blowup if LcM are manifolds (algebraic sets). Any
inclusions L cMc V give rise to inclusions B(M, L) c B(V, L). Given smooth
manifolds L c= M c V and B(V,L) A FthenTu~ I (L)istheprojectivizednormal
bundle P(L, K) of L in K and n'\L) n B(M, L) - P(L, M).

Let V be a nonsingular algebraic set (a smooth manifold) and M be an

algebraic subset (a smooth stratified subset). Then V -i X is called an

algebraic (topological) multiblowup of X along Mif:n=nl on2 ° ... °nk for

some fe, where V= Vk^ VV
k _ x

"V
... K

o =K such that V i+l
ni

= B(Vh L
t

) -» are blowups along nonsingular algebraic subsets (closed

smooth submanifolds) L
t

of V
t . Furthermore L

t a M
t with dim(LJ < dim(M f

)

where M f +i = B{M b L^M 0 = M, and M fc
is a nonsingular algebraic subset (a

smooth submanifold) of V
k .

We will dénote M k by M. Mis usually called the strict

preimage of M and L
f
's are called the centers of the multiblowup. If furthermore

the imbeddings L
t a V

t
and M a V satisfy some particular property 0> we call

F^Fa^ algebraic (topological) multiblowup.
Notice that if F c R" is an algebraic set then we can assume that

for some m and n: V-+V -+ Vis induced by the projection R" xRm -> R m

Theorem 1.1 (Hironaka [H]). Let V be a nonsingular algebraic set and

M be an algebraic subset. Then there exists an algebraic multiblowup V V

along M. Furthermore tt |

n-n -i (NonsingM) isabirationaldiffeomorphism.

This theorem says that a singular algebraic set can be made nice

(nonsingular) by blowing up along nice (nonsingular) algebraic subsets. We can

go one step further, namely starting with a nonsingular algebraic set we can

make it nicer (fine) by blowing up along nicer (fine) algebraic subsets. First we

need some définitions: Let M c X be nonsingular algebraic sets, then M is

called a fine algebraic subset if it is a component of a transversally intersecting
codimension one compact nonsingular algebraic subset of K M is called a stable

algebraic subset if M = Z o cz Z
x a ... a Z

r +1 = V where {Zj- =0 are com

pactnonsingular algebraic subsets with dim(Z I
+1) = dim(Z f

) + 1. Similarly
in thèse définitions by changing nonsingular algebraic sets with smooth

manifolds we define fine submanifolds and stable submanifolds.



Clearly fine algebraic subsets (submanifolds) are stable algebraic subsets

(submanifolds). Stable algebraic subsets are useful because they obey trans

versality(Theorem 2.7). In algebraic geometry sometimes fine algebraic subsets

are called complète intersections. If M is compact and has a trivial normal

bundle in V then M is a fine submanifold of V.

Theorem 1.2 ([AK 8 ]). Let V be a nonsingular algebraic set and M be a

compact nonsingular algebraic subset. Then there exists a fine algebraic

multiblowup V-> V along M.

Since any pair of closed smooth manifolds M c V are pairwise

diffeomorphic to nonsingular algebraic sets (Theorem 2.12), Theorem 1.2 has the

obvious topological version. An application of this theorem is Proposition 2.11

(the définition of a(0)).

There is a homology version of the resolution theorem, which says that

Z/2Z-cocycles (or cycles) can be desingularized by blowing up. For a

given compact nonsingular algebraic set V let H^(V; Z/2Z), AH*(V; Z/2Z),
H

l

™\V\ Z/2Z) dénote the subgroups of H+(V\ Z/2Z) generated by algebraic

subsets, stable algebraic subsets, imbedded closed smooth submanifolds

respectively. Let H*(V; Z/2Z), AH*(V; Z), Hfmb {V\ Z/2Z) dénote the Poincaré
duals of thèse subgroups.

Theorem 1.3 ([AK 8 ]). Let V be a compact nonsingular algebraic set, then

there exists an algebraic multiblowup V-^ V such that, for ail i

(a) 7i* H%V; Z/2Z) c H\ mb (V; Z/2Z)

(b) 7i* HH
l

A {V; Z/2Z) cz AH\V \ Z/2Z)

Furthermore ifwefix i we can assume that the centers of the multiblowup has

dimension < dim(K) — i.

As a corollary to the proof of Theorem 1.3 one gets an algebraic version of

Steenrod representability theorem :

Corollary 1.4. // V is a nonsingular algebraic set and

then there exists an algebraic multiblowup V V along the centers of
dimension less than k and a k-dimensional nonsingular algebraic subset Z

of V and a component Z o of Z, such that n\ z :Zo - V represents 9.



(b) Implies that the algebraic cohomology H%V\ Z/2Z) is closed under

cohomology opérations [AK B ]. For example to show that the intersection of

two algebraic homology classes is an algebraic homology class we take a

resolution V A V which makes thèse algebraic subsets stable algebraic subsets,

then by Theorem 2.7 we can make them transversal and project the intersection
back into V, then the Zariski ciosure of this set corresponds to the homology
intersection of the original homology classes.

Since any closed smooth manifold is diffeomorphic to a nonsingular
algebraic set (a) applies to smooth manifolds. It gives some interesting

topological corollaries. Hère is an example : Let MO(r) be the Thom space [T] of

the universal R r -bundle. The Thom class générâtes

hence it dermes a map ïL n MO(r) - K(Z/2Z, r + n). By taking w-fold loops on both

sides we get a natural map

It is well known that any r-dimensional cohomology class of a closed smooth

manifold M is classified by a map / : M -> K(Z/2Z, r) and the dual of this

cohomology class can be represented by an immersed submanifold if and only if

/ lifts to £2"Z" MO{r) for some large n. So it is useful to understand the map p.

Interestingly, Theorem 1.3 implies that p is an injection in Z/2Z cohomology as

follows : By taking the boundary of a tubular neighborhood V of some big

skeleton of K(Z/2Z, r) in R" we get an inclusion f : V -+ K(Z/2Z 9
r) with /*

isomorphism for large *. By Theorem 1.3 we can take a multiblowup V -^ V with

7u*/*(i) g Hfmb {V : Z/2Z), where i is the fundamental class. Hence the dual of

7t*/*(i) is represented by an immersed submanifold, therefore there is a map g

making the following commute

Since n is a degree 1 map it is an injection in cohomology, hence p* must be an

injection.



§2. Nonsingular Algebraic Sets

The fact that closed smooth manifolds are diffeomorphic to nonsingular

algebraic sets can be traced back to the following simple fact.

Proposition 2.1. Let L be a nonsingular algebraic set and K be a

compact set with Lc X c R", let f:R"->R be a smooth function with

f\L = u for some entire rational function u. Then there is an entire rational

function p:R"->R which approximates f arbitrarily closely near K with

P\l = u (if v is a polynomial then p can be taken to be a polynomial ) .

Furthermore if f — u has compact support then p can approximate f on ail

of R".

Proof: First write /—u = I a t . p
f

where a t are smooth functions and
i

p
f e /(L). Clearly we can do this locally, and then by putting thèse local

expressions together by partitions of unity we get the global expression. We

approximate a f (x) by polynomials oc
f (x) near K and let p=u+£ oc

f .
p

f . p(x) has
i

the required properties. If pu — u has compact support we can deflne a smooth

function g:S" -> Rbyg = (f- u) °9onSn - (0, 1) and 0(0, 1) = 0, where 5"

c R" x R is the unit sphère and 9: S" - (0, 1) -> R" is the stereographic
x

projection, 9(x, t) = . Then

hence by the first part of the theorem g can be approximated by an entire rational
function

Let p = po9 1

+ u

The following was introduced in [AK 2 ] to simplify Nash's and Tognoli's
theorems.

Proposition 2.2 (Normalization). Given LcKc R n

, Waßm where

L, W are nonsingular algebraic sets and K is a compact set, and f:K -> W a

smooth function with f\L = u for some entire rational function u\ L-» W.

Then there is an algebraic set ZcR" x R" 1 and an entire rational function



p:Z->Fr and an open neighborhood U of K in R n and a smoothfunction
<p : (l/, L) -* (R m

,
0) sucfc £/za£

(i) The set Û= {(x, cp(x)) |xeU}cß"xßm is an open nonsingular subset

of Z.

(ii) p is arbitrarily close to fon on Û where n is the projection to thefirst
factor.

(iii) LxoaÛ and p\ Lxo =u.

Proof: Let B:Rm -» R m be an entire rational function with

is the normal plane to W at x e W (from §0). By Proposition 2.1 there is an entire

rational function g:R"-Rm which approximates f on K with g\L = u.

Define :

Clearly Z is an algebraic set. Let U be a small open tubular neighborhood of K

such that a is arbitrarily close to / on U. Therefore when x e U there is a unique

closest point v(x) on W to g(x). Define cp(x) = v(x) — g(x) to be the vector from

g(x) to v(x). Hence cp(x) is perpendicular to Wat u(x) = a(x) + cp(x), so cp(x) is the

unique "small" solution of the équations



Hence U = {(x, q>(x)) \ x e U} has the property

for some small 8 > 0. Clearly Z, L/, p has the required properties

Theorem 2.3 (Gêner alized Seifert Theorem). Let M m eT be a closed

smooth submanifold of a nonsingular algebraic set V, imbedded with a trivial

normal bundle, and let LaM be a nonsingular algebraic set. Then by an

arbitrarily small isotopy M is isotopic to a component of a nonsingular

algebraic subset of V fixing L.

Proof: Let KcR" and let W, Übe small open neighborhoods of M m in V v

,

and in R" respectively. Let /:W- RR v ~ m be the trivialization map of the normal

bundle of Min V, f is transverse to 0 e R û "m and /" = M. Then extend / to

/:U-> R vm
.

Since /|L = oby Proposition 2.1 we can approximate /on
Closure(l/) by a polynomial F: (R", L) -+ {RR

v ~ m
,

0). By transversality
F'\o) nWis isotopic to f~\0) n W = M. In gênerai F-1(0)F -1 (0) might hâve

extra components outside of U.

It is interesting to note that in gênerai the extra components of F
1(0)1

(0) can

not be removed, there are homotopy theoretical obstructions [AK 8 ] (even

when L = 0).

Remark 2.4. In Theorem 2.3 it is not necessary to assume that L is

nonsingular, it suffices to assume that some open neighborhood VF of L in M

coincides with an open subset of a nonsingular algebraic set. The proof is the

same except it requires a slight modification in Proposition 2.1 (see [AK 2 ]).

Theorem 2.5 (Generalized Nash theorem). Let M m cR" be a closed

smooth submanifold, and L a M be a nonsingular algebraic set. Assume that

some open neighborhood W of L in M is an open subset ofsome nonsingular
algebraic set. Then by an arbitrarily small isotopy M can be isotoped to a

nonsingular component ofan algebraic subset of R" x R s keeping L fixed (for
some s).

Proof: Let Übean open tubular neighborhood of Minßn and /:U
- E{n, k) be the map which classifies the normal bundle of M in U. f (\\ G(n, k)

and /~ 1

(G(n, k)) = M. By using Wwe can assume f\L = u for some entire
rational function u (see §0). By Proposition 2.2 there is a nonsingular open subset
U of an algebraic set Z c R" x R s for some 5, and an entire rational function
p : Û -» E(n, k) which makes the following commute



where n is projection, and / o n is close to p, and L x 0 c (7 with p\ Lxo = u.

for some smooth function cp(x). Let p(x) = p(x, cp(x)) then p is close to / on U.

By transversality p~
I
{G(n, k)) nU is isotopic to f~ 1

(G(n, k)) nU=M
in U. Since n is an isomorphism on U and p — p ° n,

p
1

(G(n, k)) n Û is a component of an algebraic set by construction and

nonsingular by transversality, furthermore it contains L x 0.

Let V be a nonsingular real algebraic set of dimension n. Recall

AHn-^V; Z/2Z) is the subgroup of HH
n _ 1 (F; Z/2Z) generated by nonsingular

algebraic subsets. We define

which we call the group of co dimension one transcendent al cycles. For any

codimension and closed smooth submanifold Ma X let a(M) be the image

of the fundamental homology class [M] under the quotient map.

Theorem 2.6 ([AK 8 ]). Any codimension one closed smooth submanifold

M cz V of a nonsingular algebraic set V is isotopic to a nonsingular algebraic
subset by an arbitrarily small isotopy if and only if oc(M) = 0.

Sketch ofproof: For simplicity assume that M has a trivial normal bundle

and [M] is represented by a single nonsingular algebraic subset W of K If

MnW — 0 then MuW séparâtes V into two components V + ,
F_ with one

of them, say V+, is compact (since M is homologous to W). Let f:(V,MuW)
- (R, 0) be a smooth function with / > 0 on V + and / < 0 on K_

. We can

assume that / is transversal to 0 and is constant outside of a compact set

containing V+. By Proposition 2.1 we can approximate / by a polynomial

F:(V,W)-> (R, 0), then by transversality F'^O) = M' u W where M' is

isotopic to M. M' uWisa nonsingular algebraic set hence M' is a nonsingular

algebraic set.



If M n W =£ 0 then we can find a smooth représentative N of [M] with

N n M = 0 and AT n VF = 0. By the first part we can isotope N to a

nonsingular algebraic set N' by a small isotopy. Hence N' n M = 0; and since

N' is homologous to M by the previous case M is isotopic to a nonsingular
algebraic set by a small isotopy.

The proof of the case M does not hâve a trivial normal bundle is more

dimcult, we refer the reader to [AK B ],

Proposition 2.10 implies that H^-^V) is nontrivial in gênerai. One of the

corollaries of Theorem 2.6 is that codimension one nonsingular algebraic sets

can be moved around by isotopies. A natural generalization of this fact is :

Theorem 2.7 (Algebraic transversality [AK 8 ]). Let V be a nonsingular

algebraic set and M a V be a stable algebraic subset. let N be a smooth

subcomplex of V. Then there exists an arbitrarily small isotopy f t
: M->V

with fo(M)f

o (M) = M and /i(M) .is a stable algebraic subset transverse to N.

Let r\jy) be the unoriented bordism group of a nonsingular algebraic set V.

Let ï]*(V) be the subgroup of r\JiV) generated by entire rational maps / : M

- V where M is a compact nonsingular algebraic set. By taking graph of / one

easily sees that every élément of r\*(V) has a représentative (M, /), where M

e= V x R" is a nonsingular algebraic set for some n, and / is induced by

projection.

Theorem 2.8. Let f:M-»V be a mapfrom a closed smooth manifold to a

nonsingular algebraic set V. Then (M, /) e rj^(F) ifandonlyif fxo canbe

approximated by an imbedding onto a nonsingular algebraic subset of F x R"

for some n.

Proof: One way the proof is trivial. Assume (M, /) s r\*(V), then there is a

smooth manifold Z and a map F : Z -+ V with ÔZ = M u N and AT is a

nonsingular algebraic set, F\M =f and F\N is an entire rational function. Let Z

be the double ofZi.e.Z = d(Z x [— 1, i]).By taking graph of^Fwemay assume

Z a V x R s is imbedded for some 5. In particular N a Z is a nonsingular
algebraic subset of F x R s

. Then extend this imbedding to an imbedding Z

c= V x R s
x R which is identity on N x (— 1, 1). Then by Theorem 2.5 we can

isotope Zto a nonsingular componentof an algebraic set Y œ V x R" for some

n with N <=. Y. Since the codimension one submanifolds N and M of Z are

homologous, M can be isotoped to a nonsingular algebraic subset of Y, by

Theorem 2.6.



Corollary 2.9 (Tognoli [To]). Every closed smooth manifold is

diffeomorphic to a nonsingular algebraic set.

The hypothesis of Theorem 2.8 is not void in fact we hâve :

Proposition 2.10 ([AK 8 ]). For any k there exist a nonsingular con

nectedalgebraic set V and a closed smooth codimension k submanifold M

a V which can not be isotopic to a nonsingular algebraic subset in V x R"

for any n.

Proof: Let W =Rm with m—k even, and Xbean algebraic subset given

byx! + (x i — 1) . (x i —4)= oandx 3 =x4 = =xm =o.Xisa nonsingular
irreducible algebraic set of two components X o uXI each of which is

homeomorphic to a circle. Let N be any smooth submanifold of W with N n X

= X o ,
and dim(JV) =m-k. Then let M= B(N, Xo),X

o
), V= B(W, X) AWbe

topological and algebraic blowups, respectively. Assume that M x 0 was

isotopic to an algebraic subset Y of V x R n by a small isotopy. Then we get a

compact nonsingular algebraic set Z = Y n (nop)~
1

(X) and an entire rational

function / = n o p where p: V x R" -> V is the projection. Furthermore / : Z

-> R m has the properties: /(Z) =Xo and /"^x) « rp*-*-2 f or xexo by

transversality. Hence since X o = X and x( R P mfc ~2)~ 2
) is °dd we get a

contradiction to Lemma 0.2. fi

Recall r\+(V) « i/*(F; Z/2Z) (8) ri^(point) and ri^K) is generated by Q

xN Q-^V where tc is the projection and AT is a generator of rijpoint) and

9*{.Q] is a generator of HJK; Z/2Z). Given (M, /) g i\JY) with (M, /) = 2 9

(g) 17, then it follows that (M, /) e t^(K) if each 9£9

£ e H*(V; Z/2Z) ([AK 2 ]). If an

algebraic set V has the property H^(V; Z/2Z) = #£(X Z/2Z) for ail * we say

that K has totally algebraic homology ; therefore such algebraic sets hâve the



property i\jy) = t\*(V). RP m and more generally G(n, m) are examples of

algebraic sets with totally algebraic homology, because their homology is

generated by Schubert cycles. This property is invariant under cross products.

Also if L c V are nonsingular algebraic sets with totally algebraic homology,

then so is B(V, L) (Proposition 6.1 of [AK 6 ]). It is still an open question that

whether any closed smooth manifold is diffeomorphic to a nonsingular algebraic

set with totally algebraic homology.
Therefore it would be useful to understand when a given homology class

6e H
#

(K ; Z/2Z) of a nonsingular algebraic set V lies in H*(V ; Z/2Z). This can

be detected by a single obstruction a(0) as follows. Let M c V be a fine

submanifold of a nonsingular algebraic set, in particular

for some closed smooth manifolds {t^} with dim(^ +1) = dim(P^) + 1, then let

(make the convention oc(J^ +1) = 0). Recall the définition of a(Vr
) e if{,_ 1 (F),

where n = dim(F). Theorem 2.6 says that if oc(T
r

) = 0 then V
r can be made a

nonsingular algebraic subset of V and therefore afX-J g HH
t

nn _ 2 (Vr
) is defined...

etc. Hence by continuing this fashion we see that if a(M) = 0 then Mis isotopic
to an algebraic subset of V.

If M c Vis just a smooth submanifold of V, then let J^(K M) be the set of ail

fine topological multiblowups V^V along M (^(V 9 M)) oby Theorem 1.2

and the remarks proceeding it) :

where = B{y{ _ v L^J, andL f c McVk are ail fine submanifolds. Make
the convention M = L

k then for (V,n)e^(V,M) define

Then a(K ti) = 0 implies that ail a(L;) = 0, hence inductively we can assume
thatL, c V

t are nonsingular algebraic subsets and therefore we can make VA V

an algebraic multiblowup and M cz Van algebraic subset. In fact a(K tt) = Oif
and only if V Visa stable algebraic multiblowup along M. Let

and if 0 e ff fc (F; Z/2Z) define



T.f,, Mc»Kxßsîsan îmbeddmg for some s,l
a(0) = Inf < a(M) >

[ P*[M] =0 where pis the projection J

Then we hâve :

Proposition 2.11 ([AK 8 ]). // QeH k (V,Z/2Z) then QeH*(V;Z/2Z)
if and only if a(9) = 0.

In particular this obstruction a(0) is a function of the codimension one

obstruction of Theorem 2.6. It measures whether certain codimension one

homology classes are transcendental. There is also a relative version of Nash's
theorem :

Theorem 2.12 ([AK 3 ]). Let M be a closed smooth manifold and M
t

aM i= 0, ...,
k be closed smooth submanifolds in gênerai position. Then there

exists a nonsingular algebraic set V and a diffeomorphism. X:M-» V such

that À,(M f
) is a nonsingular algebraic subset of V for ail i.

A proof of spécial case : Hère we give a proof of the case when each M t
is a

codimension one submanifold. Since RP" approximates K(Z/2Z, 1) for n large,

we can find imbeddings y t
: M c» RP" with yy f

~1(R~ 1

(RP
11 " 1

) = M,-. Consider the
k

product imbedding y:Mc, [] RP?, where RP" = RP", y= (y 1? ..., y k ). Then

by Theorem 2.8, after a small isotopy we can assume that y(M) is a nonsingular
k k

algebraic subset V of f] RP? x R m for some m (since f] RP? has totally
i=l i = l

k

algebraic homology). Let n t :[] RP " xRm RP " be the projection to the i-th
» = i

factor, and call V
t = nr^RP"' 1

) nV then «Mfby transversality. In

fact y induces a diffeomorphism

In [BT 2 ] another proof of this theorem is given. Theorem 2.12 can be used to

produce distinct algebraic structures on smooth manifolds. If F is a smooth

manifold we can define a ùsual structure set

~ is the équivalence relation (F, g) ~ (V", h) if there is a birational

diffeomorphism y making the following commute



S?
Mg (V) is the set of distinct algebraic structures on V. Hence a natural problem is

to compute £f \\£Y\ or at least produce nontrivial éléments of this set. For

example ifwetake M cz Fasin Proposition 2.10, then by Theorem 2.12 (X M)is

diffeomorphic to nonsingular algebraic sets (V, M'). Let | V\ = \ V] dénote the

underlying smooth structures and let V -^
\ V |, V U

\ V | be the forgetful maps.

Then (K g) and {V, g') are distinct éléments of «9*
Alg

(| 7|), otherwise M would be

isotopic to a nonsingular algebraic subset of V.

An interesting question is whether algebraic structures on smooth manifolds

satisfy the product structure theorem ; that is, whether the natural map

is surjection. The answer would be négative if one can find a smooth manifold M

and 0 g H^(M ; Z/2Z) such that M can not be diffeomorphic to a nonsingular
algebraic set M' with 0g Hi{M' ; Z/2Z). To see this, pick any smooth

g

représentative N - M of 0 = g*[N^\. By graphing g, we can assume N a M

x R n for some n and g is induced by projection. By Theorem 2.12 we can find a

diffeomorphism I:MxR"-^Ktoa nonsingular algebraic set V with X(N) is

an algebraic subset (one has to modify Theorem 2.12 to apply to this

noncompact case). Then there can not exist a birational diffeomorphism }i : V

- M' x R" where M' is a nonsingular algebraic set diffeomorphic to M,
otherwise X{N) AM' x R"

projecti ;
n

M > would rep resent 0g H*(M' \ Z/2Z).

§3. Blowing Down

Real algebraic sets obey some simple but useful topological properties :

Proposition 3.1.

(a) One point compactification an algebraic set is homeomorphic to an algebraic
set.

(b) Given algebraic sets L cz V, then V - L is homeomorphic to an algebraic
set.

(c) Given algebraic sets L cz V with V compact then V/L is homeomorphic
to an algebraic set.



Proof:
(a) Let Zcß"bean algebraic set and assume that Z R" and O£Z

(otherwise translate Z). Let Z=/" x(0)x

(0) for some polynomial f(x); then deflne

f x \
F{x) =|x \

2d f[ - —
2

)» where dis the degree of f(x). Clearly F(x) is a poly

nomialand F~
1(0)1

(0) is the one point compactification of Z, since x i— =- is the
I*l

inversion through the unit sphère.

(b) Let V = f~\0), L = g'^O) for some polynomials /, #: R" -+ R.

Deflne G{x, t) = \ f(x) |

2 +| tg(x) - 1 |

2

,
then G" 1^) « V-L.

(c) By applying (a) we get the one point compactification of G
1{0)1

{0) to be an

algebraic set ; if V is compact this set is homeomorphic to V/L.

This proposition implies that a set is homeomorphic to an algebraic set if and

only if the one point compactification is homeomorphic to an algebraic set.

Hence any noncompact algebraic set has a collar at infmity, since every algebraic
set is locally cone-like [M]. Also we get that the reduced suspension H n X =X
x Sn/XS

n /X V S" of any algebraic set X is homeomorphic to an algebraic set.

There is a fancier version of the blowing down opération (c) (Proposition 3.3).

First we need to discuss projectively closed algebraic sets. Let p : R" -> R be a

polynomial. Another interprétation of this concept is the following : Let X : R"

d. We call p(x) an overt polynomial iïpâ
1(0)1

(0) is either the empty set or {o}. We call

an algebraic set V=p~
1(0)1

(0) a projectively closed algebraic set if p(x) is an overt

polynomial. Another interprétation of this concept is the following : Let X : R"

- RP" be the inclusion X{x v ..., x n
) = [1; xx;...;x

x ; ...; xj then V= p~\0) is

projectively closed if and only if X is a projective algebraic subset of RP" in other

words X(V) is Zariski closed in RP" (see also [AK 2 ]). Real algebraic sets along

with maps can easily be made projectively closed by the following.

Proposition 3.2. Let f:Z->W be an entire rational function between

algebraic sets with Z nonsingular and compact. Then there is a projectively
closed algebraic set V a W x R" a birational diffeomorphism g whichmakes

the following commute

where n is the projection, n is some integer.



Proof: By taking the graph of /we can assume that Zc W x R m
cz R r

for some r, and /is induced by projection. Also identify R r c RP r via X. Then let

Zbe the Zariski closure of Zin RP r
.

We claim dim(Z-Z) < dim(Z). This is

because if U is an irreducible component of Z then U n Z # 0, and therefore

(7 -Z= t/nRF" 1 is a proper algebraic subset of U where RP rl
= {[OJXJJ...JXJGRP 1

"}. Since Uis irreducible dim((7-Z) < dim(£/), also

dim(Lo = dim(Z). Therefore dim(Z-Z) < dim(Z). So Z - Z = Sing(Z). By

resolution of singularities [H] (Theorem 1.1) there is a nonsingular algebraic set

V a RP r
x Y[ RP ai such that the projection induces birational diffeomorphism

i

between V and Z. In particular V ci R r
x JJ RP ai

.

is a projectively closed algebraic set. Hence V is projectively closed (check

détails). n

Now assume that L cz W c R m be real algebraic sets, and V cz W x R n be

a projectively closed algebraic set. Let q:Rw - Rbea polynomial with q~

= L. Defme

by D
q (x,j;) = (x,^(x)). D

q
is a diffeomorphism on (W-L) x R" and D

g
(L

x R") =Lxo. Therefore D
q
(V) is the quotient space of Vby the équivalence

relation (x, y) - (x, 0) if xgL.We call the opération V-> D
q
(V) uL(Lis

identifled by L x 0) blowing down V over L.



Proposition 3.3. Given L,W,V as above, then D
q
(V) uL is an

algebraic subset of W x R".

Proof: Let p:Rm x R n - Rbean overt polynomial of degree e with V

= p' l^) and let qbeas above. Define a polynomial r:Rm xR"-Rby

We claim r \0) = D
q
(V) uL.ltis easy to see that

so it suffices to show that r
1(0)1

(0) n(Lx R") =Lxo.We décompose p(x, y)

= Pe( x
>

y) + a (^
?

y) where p e (x, y) is homogerieous of degree e and a(x, y) is a

polynomial of degree less than e. Hence if (x, y) er~
1(0)1

(0) n(Lx R") then r(x, y)

=0 and #(x) =0, which implies r(x, y) = pe(o,p

e
(0, y) =0. Then y=o since pis

overt, so (x, y) e L x 0. Conversely if (x, y) e L x 0 then y = 0 and #(x) = 0.

Hence r(x, y) = pe(o,p

e
(0, 0) =0, i.e. (x, y) er~ \0) n(Lx R n

). D

There is a more useful version of Proposition 3.3 which says that after

modifying D
q

we can get D
q
(V) uLtobea projectively closed algebraic set

(Proposition 3.1 of [AK 6 ]). This allows us to iterate this blowing down process.

§4. Isolated Singularities

The topology of real algebraic sets with isolated singularities is completely
understood by the following Theorem.

Theorem 4.1 ([AK 2 ]). X is homeomorphic to an algebraic set with isolated

singularities if and only if X is obtained by taking a smooth compact manifold W
r

with boundary dW = uMh where each M-
t

bounds, then crushing some

Mi s to points and deleting the remaining M
t
's.



One direction the proof follows from the resolution of singularises [H]. To

prove it to the other direction we need the following :

Proposition 4.2. // a closed smooth manifold M bounds a compact

manifold, then it bounds a compact manifold W such that there are transversally

intersecting closed smooth codimension one submanifolds W19...,W

l9 ..., W
r

with

W/u W: « con(M), in other words u W
t

is a spine of W.

Proof: Let M = dZ where Zis some closed smooth manifold. Then pick

balls D
h i=l, 2, ..., r lying in interior (Z) such that:

(a) uD t
is a spine of Z

(b) The sphères S
t = dD

t intersect transversally with each other in Z

s

(c) uD,. — \jdD t
is a union of open balls üßy

7=l

s

Let B) c Bj dénote a smaller bail. Then Z o = Z- [j interior(£}) is a

j = i

manifold with spine \JS t ,
and



Order {B'j} so that there is an arc from M to dß\ intersecting exactly one S
t .

Then attach a 1-handle to dZ 0 Connecting Mto dß\ get Zjl = Z o u (1-handle)
as in the figure :

s

Then dZ
1 = Mu (J d£} and (JS^ uCx is a spine of ZlsZ

l5 where Ci is the circle

defined by the core of the 1-handle union of the arc. By continuing this fashion we

get Z
s

with dZ
s

= M; and the spine of Z
s

is transversally intersecting
s

codimension one sphères and circles {JS t u (J Cj. We are finished except Cj are

not codimension one. We remedy this by topologically blowing up Z
s along

\JCj, i.e. let W= B(Z S , \JCjj and let W
t

to be the projectified normal bundles

P(C j9
Z

s
) of Cj (i.e. the blown up circles), and B(S h StniJCj) we are done.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 : By Proposition 3.1 it suffices to prove this for one

point compactiflcation of X. Hence we can assume that X is compact. Let W be a

r

compact smooth manifold, dW = (J M
t
- and each M t bounds. By Proposition

4.2 we can assume M i = dW
t

such that each W
t

has a spine consisting of union of

transversally intersecting codimension one closed smooth submanifolds L
v

Let

M = Wu \jW t

a



By Theorem 2.12 we can assume that the manifolds (M; L15...,L

l5 ...,
L

r
) are pairwise

diffeomorphic to nonsingular algebraic sets (Z; Z15...,Z

l5 ..., Z
r

). Let h:Z-»Rbean
entire rational function with /z |

z . =i(h exists by Lemma 0. 1). Let X:Z-Rbea
polynomial with X'^O) = uZ-. By Proposition 3.2 there exists a nonsingular

i

projectively closed algebraic set VcR2 x R n and a birational diffeomorphism

g making the following commute

where /= (h, X). Let L= {{1, 0), (2, 0), ..., (r, 0)} then by Proposition 3.3 we

can blow down V over L algebraically. This gives an algebraic set

homeomorphic to X.

Corollary 4.3. l/p £0 diffeomorphism nonsingular algebraic sets are

exactly the interiors of compact smooth manifolds with boundary (possibly empty).

The following is a local knottedness theorem of real algebraic sets. It.is an

ambient version of Theorem 4.1. It says that unlike complex algebraic sets ail

knots can occur as links of singularities.

Theorem 4.4 ([AK 4 ]). Let W m be a compact smooth submanifold of

S"' 1 imbedded with trivial normal bundle with codimension 1. Then there

exists an algebraic set FcR" with Sing(K) = {0} such that

(B &
B

E nV) « (B n

, cone(<3W)) for ail small B>o, where B
e

is the bail of

radius & centered at 0. In fact e(ô W) is isotopic to dB
s nV in ÔB

Z .

By taking W to be the Seifert surface of a knot we get an interesting fact.

Corollary 4.5. Any knot K n 3c S"" 1
is isotopic to a link of an

algebraic set V in R n

.

A sketch proof of Theorem 4.4: First identify Wcz R"" 1

« S"' 1 - 00,

and call M = dW. Then apply the process of getting nice spines to W m

(Proposition 4.2) ; i.e. pick a family of dises D
b i= 1, ..., rinW whose boundaries

are in gênerai position, and W/uD t « cone(M) and {JD t - \JS t
is a disjoint

union of open balls [JBj where S
t = dD

t . Let W
1

be the manifold obtained by

removing a small open bail from each B
y Now by attaching 1-handles to W

1 as in



Proposition 4.2 we obtain W2 ,
whose spine consists of (JS f union circles [jC j9

with dW 2 = M.

Observe that this whole process can be done inside R" 1 and Cj and S
t are

unknotted in R"" 1

We claim that there is disjointly imbedded m—l sphères T
p j = 1, ..., sinW2

such that

(1) Each Tj is unknotted in R"" 1

.

(2) Each Tj meets C
} at a single point, and 7} nCf =0 for i ;.

(3) For each i there is B
t a {1, 2, ..., 5} so that S

t u(J7} séparâtes P^
2 .

This can be easily done as in the following picture.



(1) and (2) are easily checked from the picture. To see (3), let B
t

= {j\CjnS t # o}.
Let W3W

3 = W2W
2 u - W2 . The imbedding W2^W~ 1

can be extended to an
ô

imbedding of W
3 .

Since 7} and Cj are unknotted and by (2), we can isotop W3W
3 so

that Tj uCjinW3 coïncides with S'"" 1 uSI in (S"
1 " 1 xS% where (S

7 "" 1

x S 1);,S
1

);, j= 1, ..., 5 are disjointly imbedded copies of the standard SS m ~1~ 1 xSlin
R nl

.
We can assume that some open neighborhoods of thèse sets in W3W

3
and

(S
mm ~ i

x S 1),S
1

), also coincide. By Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4 we can isotop W3W
3 to a

component of a nonsingular algebraic set Z fixing 7} u C
}

for ail;. In fact after a

minor adjustment (to proof of Theorem 2.3) we can assume that Z is projectively
closed. Continue to call isotoped copy of S

t by S
t .

Since as codimension one homology classes [SJ = [(J 7}] and (J 7} is a

nonsingular algebraic set, S
t can be made a nonsingular algebraic set for each i

(Theorem 2.6). Hence the spine L = (JS,- u iJC
7

- of W2W
2 a Z can be assumed to

be an algebraic set. Since Z is projectively closed so is L.

Let p, qbe overt polynomials with p
1(0)1

(0) =Z and q
1(0)1

(0) =L. Define

where p*(x, t) = t
d

p(x/t), g*(x, t) = teq(x/t)t

e q(x/t) where à = degree p,e = degree q.

If (x, t) eF then t 0; and if f=o then x=o since pis overt.

since q
:(s):

(s) nZ« dW2 =M.We are almost done.

Let Sr 1

= {(^OeR"" 1 xR| |x\2 +t2 = e
2

}, and <p
e

: R"" 1

-> S^
1

be the imbedding (p e
(j;) -(l+ M 2)M

2
)" 1/2 (e^, e). Then

which is isotopic to M in R" x for ail small 8 > 0. Hence (S"~\ S^nF)
« (S"" S M) for ail small 8 > 0. rj



§5. Algebraic Structures on P.L. Manifolds

To prove that P.L. manifolds are homeomorphic to algebraic sets we first

define a class of stratifiée spaces (A-spaces) which admit "topological
resolutions" to smooth manifolds, then we prove that thèse spaces are

homeomorphic to algebraic sets. Then the resuit is achieved by showing that this

class is big enough to contain ail P.L, manifolds.

Define AO-spacesA

0 -spaces to be smooth manifolds. Inductively let A
k -spaces to be

spaces in the form M = M o (J N t x cone^) where M o
is an AA

k _ and
d

Z
t
- are boundaries of compact AA

k _ x-spacesx -spaces and N
t are smooth manifolds. The

union is taken along codimension zéro subsets of dM Q
and NLN

L x E; cz N

x cone(Z i
). We define

hence boundaries of are A
fe -spaces. We call a space an A-space if it is an

X
k -space for some k. If in the above définition we also assume that each E

£
is a

P.L. sphère then we call the resulting A-space A-manifold. A-manifolds are P.L.

manifolds equipped with above spécial structure. A-spaces are more gênerai than

A-manifolds, for example they don't hâve to be manifolds.

X-spaces are constructed so that they can be "topologically" resolved. If M is

an A r space M o u {]N t
x cone(Z ;

), we can choose compact AA
k _ 1 spaces W

t

with dWt = L
f . We can construct the obvious AA

k _ x space MM
k _ 1 =Mou (jN f

x W
t . There is the obvious map n k

: MM
k -i -> M which is identity on M o and

takes Ni x WJto./Vj x cone(Z £
) by collapsing N

t x spine( W^) onto N
t x point.

By iterating this process we get a resolution tower :



with M a smooth manifold. In fact by proving a generalized version of

Proposition 4.2 we can adjust W
i so that each W

t
has a spine S

t consisting of

transversally intersecting A
k - 1 spaces without boundaries, and then each map

n k collapses N
t xSt to N

t x point. This makes tt :M-*M, where

7t = 7i fc
0 ... o 7i l 5 very much analogous to a multiblowup.

Theorem 5.1 ([AK 6 ]). The interior of any compact A-space is

homeomorphic to a real algebraic set. Furthermore the natural stratification on this

algebraic set coïncides with the stratification of the A-structure.

Theorem 5.3 tells that the class of A-spaces contain ail compact P.L.

manifolds hence:

Corollary 5.2. The interior of any compact P.L. manifold is P.L.

homeomorphic to a real algebraic set.

The idea of the proof Theorem 5.1 goes as follows. First define GJ^V), a

bordism group for an algebraic set V. It is the usual bordism group of maps of A
spacesinto V modulo the subgroup generated by maps X x N -> N - V where

X is an A-space, N is a nonsingular algebraic set and the map is the projection
followed by an entire rational map N -> V. Then inductively we prove a

generalized version of Theorem 2.8 : that is if M ci V is an imbedding of a

compact A-space without boundary into a nonsingular algebraic set V such that

M represents 0 in (9*{V\ then M can be moved to an algebraic subset Z of V

x R n by a small isotopy (for some n). This implies the proof of Theorem 5.1 (by

taking V = R"). Because one point compactification of an interior of a compact
A-space is a compact A-space without boundary hence is homeomorphic to an

algebraic set by above (and use Proposition 3.1 (b)).

Roughly the proof of the above claim proceeds as follows. Let M

= M o u N x cone(E) cz V then the bordism condition on M implies that

[N] e r\*(V), so by Theorem 2.8 we can assume that N is a nonsingular algebraic
subset of V x R m for some m. Define B^V x R m

, N) = B{VxR m xR,Nx 0),

then this contains a natural nonsingular algebraic subset iV
1 (F x R m

, N) = B(N
x R, N x 0) which is diffeomorphic to N. By continuing in this fashion let

Then we get a generalized algebraic multiblowup n k
: B

k (V x R m
, N) - Vxßm



such that n k

1(N)1

(N) is a union of codimension one submanifolds (JS f
in gênerai

position and

Since M is an Z = dW for some compact ,4
fc _ W By proving a

generalized version of Proposition 4.2 we can assume that the spine of W is a

transversally intersecting codimension one AA
k _ l subspaces (jL f with dL

t =0.
WethenimbedtheAfc-i s*çaceM kk _ l = M o uiV x W^(blown up M)into £

fc (K

x R m
,

JV) such that

(i) M,^ is transversal to {jS t with M fe _! n IJ^ =Nx (jL f ,

(ii) 7c
fc (M fc -i) is isotopic to M by a small isotopy,

(iii) M fc _ x represents oinG (B k (V x R m
,

AT)).

This is somewhat hard to prove (see [AK 6 ]). Then by induction, with a small

isotopy MM
k _ ! can be moved to an algebraic subset Zof B

k (V x R m
, N) xRs for

some s. Hence Z still satisfies (i) and (ii), after composing n k with the obvious

projection. Then by using a version of Proposition 3.3 we blow down Z to

get an algebraic set homeomorphic to M.

The class of v4-spaces does not contain ail algebraic sets. For example the

Whitney umbrella x2x
2

= zy
2 is not an X-space.

Therefore to classify real algebraic sets we need a bigger class of resolvable spaces

(§6).

In order to show that P.L. manifolds admit one has to appeal to

algebraic topological methods. This is done in [AT 2 ], hère is a brief summary of



[AT 2 ] : One first vérifies that on P.L. manifolds obey the usual

structure axioms ([L]). For example they satisfy the product structure axiom i.e.

foranyP.L. manifold Man (M x /)
Y

on Mx/is concordant to MYM
Y

x / where M7M
7

is an on M. Using [W] we can define an r

dimensionalonX to be a simple homotopy équivalence X -> W r

where W r is an r-dimensional ,4
fc -manifold (with boundary). Let TT

r

k (X) to be the

set of ail r-dimensional
k-thickeningsk -thickenings on X with the équivalence relation:

(Wi> /i) ~ (W2 , fi) if tnere is an ( r + l)- fc -thickening {W, F) with

dW = W l u W2W
2 and making the following diagram commute up to homotopy :

There are natural maps TT r
k (X) -» TT

k

+ *(X) given by (W, f) i-» (Wx/,/x id), so

using thèse maps we can take the direct limit T
k (X) = lim TT r

k (X). It follows that

the functor X \— » T
k (X) is a representable functor (see [Sp]), hence by Brown

representability theorem there exists a classifying space B
A^

such that Tk {X)

= \_X ;BA ]. There are natural indusions BAB

A -> BAB
A ,

and let B^ = lim BAB
A .

There is a natural forgetful map BAB
A

A B PL . Then one shows that the usual

structure theorem holds : Namely that a compact P.L. manifold M has an A
structureif and only if the normal bundle map (thickening map) M- B PL lifts to

B
A . Let PL/ A be the homotopy theoretical fibre of n, then :

Theorem 5.3 ([AT 2 ]). BAB
A

B PL is a trivial fibration, le. BAB

A ~ B PL

x PL/ A and PL/ A is a product of Eilenberg-Mclain spaces K(Z/2Z, n)'s.

The number p n of K(Z/2Z, n) for each n in this product is given by

Corollary 5.4. Every compact P.L. manifold M has an A-structure and

the number of différent A-structures (up to A-concordance) on M is given by



Briefly the proof of Theorem 5.3 goes as follows : By a standard argument,
Ki(PL/A k

) coincides with the concordance classes of on S
1

(the

exotic ,4
k -spheres). Since n^PL/A) = lim Ki(PL/A k

) it follows by définitions
that the inclusion nt(PL/A)n

t (PL/A) - r\f is an injection, where r\f is the cobordism

group of i-dimensional A-manifolds. Then we construct a Thom space MA such

that n t {MA) « r\f (by using a transversality argument for 4-manifolds). Then it

turns out that the map r\f - H t (B A ; Z/2Z) given by {M BA)B

A ) i-> (v M )^ [M] is

an injection. We can put thèse maps into the following commutative diagram :

where h is the Hurewicz map, r is the réduction and g is induced by inclusion.
Since the other two maps are injections then / must be injection. In fact / is a

split injection since it is a map between Z/2Z-vector spaces. Hence h is a split

injection. This implies that ail fc-invariants of PL/ A is zéro, i.e. PL/ A is a

product of Eilenberg-Mclaine spaces Y\K(Z/2Z, n t
). Then bydualizing the split

injection go/we get a surjection

Let ô
n .

g H ni (B A ; Z/2Z) such that X(b
n ) is the generator of Z/2Z.

6 = l\à ni
defines a map BAB

A -» nx(Z/2Z, n t
) = PL/ A

.

Then the map nxô:BA -* B PL x PL/^ turns out to be the desired splitting.
The calculation of p n can be done by using the géométrie interprétation of

n*(PL/A).
The set £f A (M) =0 H n (M ; nn(PL/A))n

n (PL/A)) measures the number of différent
n

"topological resolutions" of M, up to concordance (i.e. A-structures). Therefore

often Sf A (M) is infinité ; and 6f A (M
8

) has 2262
26 éléments for any closed 8-manifold

MB.M
8

.

§6. On classification of Real Algebraic Sets

The resolution and complexification properties of real algebraic sets impose

many restrictions on the underlying topological spaces. To give a topological
characterization of algebraic sets one has to find ail such properties, such that a



set is homeomorphic to an algebraic set if and only if it satisfies thèse properties.

Call a polyhedron V an Euler space if x(Lmk (x)) is even for ail vertices x g V.

Recall that ail algebraic sets are Euler spaces, in fact in low dimensions this

topological property completely détermines compact algebraic sets (and hence

ail algebraic sets by Proposition 3.1).

Theorem 6.1. Let X be a compact polyhedron of dimensions Then

X is homeomorphic to a real algebraic set if and only if X is an Euler spaces.

This theorem was announced in [AK 2 ] and a proof was given [AK 7 ]. Since

[AK 7 ] did not appear in print we repeat that proof hère. This proof is very useful

to understand the high dimensional case. It is done by first constructing a

"topological resolution" for X then proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof: The proof of case dim(Z) 1 folio ws from Theorem 4.1, so assume

that dim(X) = 2. Let X' be the barycentric subdivision of X. Let X t = the i
skeletonof X'. Then (exercise) X 1

satisfies the even local Euler characteristic

condition also. We will say a one simplex in X' has type i (i = 0,1) if the number
of faces containing it is congruent to 2i mod 4. Let X u be the unions of edges of

type i, then (exercise) XlOX

10 and XllX
11 each satisfy the even local Euler characteristic

condition. Hence, they hâve resolutions n u :Zu -> X u where Z u are unions of

circles, and the n li are diffeomorphisms over X u — X o .

First, we imbed X o
in R 4

. Now let V
1 = J 5(R

4
,

Xo)X
o

) and let m:VI - R4R
4 be

the projection. We may imbed ZlouZ

10 uZ u in V
1 so that uIo is

homeomorphic to X u and \a 1
|

Zi .

= n u .
Since V

1
has totally algebraic

homology, by Theorem 2.8 we may assume after replacing V
x by V^ x R" that

each component of each Z u is a nonsingular algebraic subset of V
x .

We now let
V2V

2 = B(V U
Zlo\jZ

10 \jZ 11
) and \2\

2
: V2V

2 -> V
1

be the projection and u2u
2

: V2V
2 -> R4R

4 be

the composition of [i 1i
1

and X
2 . We will now imbed a surface Z2Z

2 in V2V
2 so that

is homeomorphic to X.

We pick some pairing of the faces coming into each edge, i.e. there are an even
number of them, and we divide them into groups of two. This gives a resolution
of X — X Oi namely, take the disjoint union of the faces with vertices deleted and

identify two edges if they are in the same group of two. This will be part of our
surface Z

2 ,
but we will not imbed it until later. We will first imbed the part of Z2Z

2

lying over a small neighborhood of X o .



Take any vertex v oïX 0 and let ebean edge containing v, let i = 0, 1 be such

that ea X u . Then e= [i^U) for some interval Uin Z u . Let there be 4k +2i
faces containing e. Pick a point pin jo.^" n

x
(w) where mgC7is the point so

that |ii(w) = v. Then in a neighborhood of p, we hâve two codimension one

submanifolds I{v)1

{v) and À-2
1(1

(Z li ). We imbed /c 4- i squares in a neighborhood of

p as indicated below.

We do this for each edge containing v. Notice that one of thèse edges is Hi(C/') for

some interval U' in Z u so U' nU=u, i.e. the interval on the other side

of u. If i = 1, we connect the bottom squares of the two sides together

as shown below.

In the end, we hâve a bunch of squares



whose horizontal midlines are mapped by \i 2 to v and whose vertical midlines are

mapped by X2X

2 to ZlOZ

10 uZyl. Furthermore, this map is either équivalent to x2x
2

or

x if we choose our imbedding nicely. To each corner of each square, we may

assign a face oîX' which contains v so that the following conditions are met : each

face containing v is assigned to exactly two corners, if e is the edge containing \i 2

of the top half of the vertical midline, then the faces assigned to the top two

corners each contain e and are, in fact, paired, and likewise, for the bottom two

corners and the bottom midline half. We may now form a number of polygons by

taking the vertical side edges of ail the squares and identifying their endpoints, if

the corresponding faces are the same. We claim thèse polygons are the boundary
of a surface S which contains L, a union of arcs and circles in gênerai position so

that S is a regular neighborhood of L, dS n Lis the union of the endpoints of ail

the arcs in L and ôS n Lis also the union of ail the midpoints of the sides of the

boundary polygons.

Given this, we imbed SinV2so that S misses X2X

2

1(1

(Z 10 kjZ 1 J and \i 2

1(1

(X 0 -v) and
soi 2o

[i2i 2i 2 n S = L, and so S intersects the squares we hâve already imbedded in

the union of the side edges of ail the squares, furthermore, thèse intersect in the

natural way so that the point of L n ôS which corresponds to the midpoint of a

side of a polygon, is mapped to the midpoint of the corresponding side of a

square. So, letting S
f

be S union ail the squares, we hâve that \x 2 (S') is



homêomorphic to the star of v in the union of the faces of X. This is because

clearly \i 2 {S') is the cône on u2(ds"),u

2 (d5"), but u 2 (dS') is obtained by taking the polygon
formed by ail the top and bottom sides of the squares and identifying endpoints

corresponding to the same face and identifying midpoints of ail sides which map
to the same edge of X' . This is clearly the link of v in the closure of ail faces.

We do this for ail the vertices and we get a surface S". We now add some more

squares. For each edge e of X\ let v and v' be its vertices. We hâve previously
paired up the faces containing e. For each pair of faces, we hâve a corresponding

top or bottom side of a square over v, and a top or bottom side of a square over v'

(namely the sides between the two corners assigned to the pair), we connect thèse

two sides with another square as shown (S is not shown).

If we do this for each pair of faces coming into each edge oîX', we get a surface S*

imbedded in V2V
2 so that \i 2 (S*) is homêomorphic to a neighborhood of X

1
in the

union of the faces of X\ It is aow easy to imbed a bunch of dises (one for each face

of X') and so get a surface Z2Z
2

in V
2 ,

so that ja 2 (Z 2
) * s tne union of the faces of X'

and so

is homêomorphic to X.

We could now try to approximate Z2Z
2 by a nonsingular algebraic set and then

blow down to finish offthe proof, but the problem is Z2Z
2

is not stable, i.e. Z2Z
2

is not



transverse to
l(l

(X Q
). However, we may, after replacing V2V

2 by V2V
2 x R*, assume

that Z2Z
2 n \i2 \ x o) is a union of nonsingular algebraic sets. An exercise below

shows that if we blow up along each of thèse algebraic sets twice, then Z2Z
2

becomes transverse to nJ
1(A1

(A' O
). Then we are able to finish offby approximating

Z2Z
2 by an algebraic set (Theorem 2.8) and blowing down, first over ZlOZ

10 u ZllZ
11

and then over X o (Proposition 3.3).

We deferred the proof that the polygon bounds the surfaces S, so we give it

hère. First, by induction, we may assume ail polygons hâve either one or two

sides, for we may take three sides and fill in part of the surface and reduce to the

problem with those three sides replaced by one side (see below).

But we can easily fill in a polygon with two sides, and we can also fill in two one

sides. Since the total number of sides is even, we are done.

Exercise: Think of R" as {(x, y, z, w) |x,y,zeß and wgR" 3
}. Let S

={z= x
a y\ w=o} and T={z= o}. Blow up along the x axis twice and

along the y axis twice, and show that after blowing up S becomes transverse to

the inverse image of T, (assuming a = 1, 2 and b = 1 or 2). Note that by

imbedding the S in the above proof correctly, we may assume that locally it looks
like this with T = v7

1
(v). n

The proof of the 2-dimensional case is done by first constructing an

appropriate topological resolution. In the gênerai case this leads us to make the

following définition. A topological resolution tower { Vb
V

jh p^} is a collection
of smooth manifolds V

h i= 0, ..., n, subsets V
jt a V

b j = 0, ..., i-1 and maps

Pji : Vn - V; satisfying the following properties :



(I) PjXrç.nKJc V
kj for k<j <i.

(II) p kj ° pji \v
Jt nv ki

= Pki \v
Jl nv M

for k<j<i.
(III) p] i

i ([jVmJ
) = V

Jt n U X,,.

(IV) P^- is a union of codimension one smooth submanifolds of Vj in gênerai

position ;we call them the sheets of V
kj . If Sisa sheet of V

kj
then pjr

x

(5) is the

intersection of V
jt with a union of sheets of (J Fmi .

(V) py; is smooth on each sheet of V
jh

and

is a locally trivial fibration.

(VI) For any qe V
}i

let gig,q i = q, q } = Pji {q).

Then there are smooth local coordinates

where U
a

is an open neighborhood of oin some RCaOR Ca0 x R Cal x ... x R Caa such

that :

(1)9.-^ =1° f,
C - =°'

l
{x lElx»=°} u

°
if c« #0

s=l

(2) [e;
x

o Pji o G
; (x)] kM =00 x£m vUx) if k<j,

t=o s=i

where I km
is a nonnegative integer, and each cp fcm

is a nowhere zéro smooth

function. x ts dénotes the s-th coordinate of xin R Cit
,

and [9j~
1

° p jt ° 6
f (x)] kTO

dénotes the m-th coordinate of 0j"
x

o p j7
o 0.(x) in R c i k

. »

Even though (VI) looks like an algebraic condition it is a' topological
condition. It says that topologically the map p jt

has only certain types of

singularities (i.e. it folds or crushes). We call a topological resolution tower

{Vh
Vjh Pji} an algebraic résolution tower if ail V

b
V

jt are compact algebraic sets

and pij are entire rational functions.

The realization | 3~ \ of a (topological or algebraic) resolution tower 2T

= {Vh Vj h Pji} is the quotient space (J VJx ~ Pji{x) for xe V
jt .

\ 2T \isa stratified

space with f-th stratum equal to V
t

— [J V
jt .

It turns out that if ZT is an algebraic

resolution tower then | 3T \ is an algebraic set. | ZT \ is a generalization of an A
space.



Real algebraic sets are obvious candidates for realizations of topological
resolution towers : If X is a real algebraic set, it has an algebraic stratification

with Sing(Xj) a X^^i = 1, ..., n. Then the resolution of singularities theorem

[H] says that there is a multiblowup :

with n 1 :Zt - Z o
is a multiblowup of X which résolves the singularities of X u

i.e. there is a nonsingular XxK
x

cz Z x making the following commute



If Kji :Zt->Zjis the composition projection, then ni+ln i+1 is a multiblowup of Z,

which résolves the singularities of the strict preimage oî X i +1 under n oi ,
i.e. there

is a nonsingular V
i +1 c Z f +1 and the commutative diagram

Let Vji = nJ-^iVj) f] V
t

and n n
\

v .. =p^: - FJ-. Then one can show that

for x e V^

In fact after refining this process one gets

Theorem 6.2. A set is an algebraic set if and only ifit is homeomorphic to a

realization \2T\ of some algebraic resolution tower ZT = {Vh
Vjh pji}.

Hence we hâve natural maps

f
. , ,

} t frealization of topological]
< Algebraic sets > -> < >

l v J (resolution towers J

onto \. /p
frealization of algebraicl

(resolution towers J

where p is the forgetful map,.and t is the composition. We will dénote the set of

realization of topological resolution towers by $. To characterize algebraic sets

topologically, we need to show that p maps onto ot. Presently to prove this we

need each V
{ to be diffeomorphic to a nonsingular algebraic set with totally

algebraic homology (see §2). We believe that thèse restrictions should not be

necessary.
Once surjectivity of x is proven, then it would be useful to find the

combinatorial conditions which characterize éléments of M (i.e. algebraic sets).

For spaces of dimension 2 the only condition is that the space has to be an



Euler space (Theorem 6. 1). In dimension 3 this is not sufficient. For example if X3X
3

is the suspension E(Y
2

) of Y2Y
2 where

then 3isan Euler space but it can not be in ol\ in particular X3X
3

can not be

homeomorphic to an algebraic set (also see [K 2 ] for a discussion of this).

In gênerai we start with a Thom stratified space X, by refining the

stratification we can assume that each stratum has a trivial normal bundle. Then

by proceeding as in [Su 2 ] we can fmd obstructions a k e H h

(X(k); FF
n _ fc _ x

) to X

being an algebraic set with this stratification, where X(k) is the /c-th stratum of

X, n = dimpO and F
f

is the cobordism group of f-dimensional éléments of M.

For example we can show F
o =F1 = Z/2Z and F2F

2 = (Z/2Z) 16
. It would be

useful to compute the cobordism groups F^ for * 3or reduce the computation
to a certain homotopy group of a universal space (as in the smooth cobordism
group). A more précise discussion of this section will appear in [AK 9 J.
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